
 

Roast Degree Indicator

Light Body

Light roasting allows the brightness and 

delicate �avor of the bean to shine

 through. This roast gives a balanced liveliness

 and body to the co�ee.

Smooth & Balanced 

Medium roasted beans are a bit darker and 

more complex. The sugars inside 

the beans have begun to caramelize, and the co�ee

 will have a natural slightly sweet �avor.

Intense & Bold

 Dark roasted co�ee takes on a

 smoky �avor. It o�ers a medium chocolate brown

 color and richer body in your mouth.

Light Roast

Medium Roast

Dark Roast

Holiday Coffee Collection
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Special Harvest Semi-washed
Aroma: natural honey

Acidity: medium

Body: bolder

Flavor: red fruits

 

Peaberry
Aroma: lively and intense

Acidity: bright

Body: medium

Flavor: sweet with lime notes.

French
Aroma: juicy

Acidity: mild

Body: balanced

Flavor: caramel �nish

Espresso  
Aroma: bittersweet

Acidity: smooth

Body: creamy and silky

Flavor: dark chocolate

Thank you 
Save $10 

on the next order

Coupon: HOLIDAY10
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